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“  is self-regulation in action. It is the 

prerequisite skill adults need before disciplining children.” 
 

“  is clear, vigilant communication that 
focuses attention on what we want them to do. It is 
essential for setting effective and respectful limits.” 

 

 
Five Tools for  Creating 
Safety (NARCS) 

The Four Components 
that provide the 
Conscious Discipl ine 
foundation 

Brain Smart Start  

Two Language Shifts 

3 Rituals and Structures 
important for creating 
safety and mental 
models  

Conscious Discipl ine 
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Welcome to the 2nd issue of SEL Spotlights! In this 
issue, we will focus on creating classroom 
environments characterized by SAFETY. When 

students feel safe, the higher centers of the brain are ready to 
kick into gear. Two skills are essential to create a felt sense of 
safety for optimal learning. The skill of COMPOSURE allows us 
to see misbehavior as a call for help, while the skill of 
ASSERTIVENESS allows us to vigilantly focus on the actions 
and outcomes we want. 

     You’ll find page numbers connecting you to Section I: Safety 
(pp. 84-159) in the Conscious Discipline book, video clip links to 
the CD website, and other resources to help you with 
implementation. Be sure to bookmark the CD website CD for 
Teachers on your computer. We encourage you to read 
Chapters 4 & 5 in your Conscious Discipline book this month. 
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     Solving problems in helpful 
rather than hurtful ways requires 
clear and assertive 
communication skills. The 
Conflict Resolution Time 
Machine is a structure that 
supports helpful interactions. 
Learn more and make one for 
your classroom! 
 

Make-N-Take 
Wednesday, Nov. 1 

Professional Support Center 

3:00-5:30 pm 
 

See the Time Machine in action-> 
https://consciousdiscipline.com/fre
e-resources/book-portal/chapter-5-
assertiveness/#6childrenusingtheira

ssertivevoices 
 

 
 

 

     Name–Verb–PaintMental models 
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      Combined Tools for Creating Safety  
                                (NARCS) 

 
Noticing  (language shift) 

Noticing is verbally describing a child’s behavior with judgment. If helps to achieve they eye 
contact necessary to foster connection. The shift from judging to noticing is essential. With 
judgment no one is safe; with noticing all are safe. 

 
Assertiveness  (skill) 

Assertiveness uses the voice of “no doubt” and communicates clearly the behaviors we desire 
and that will foster social success for the child. Focusing on what we want generates 
encouragement and safety. Focusing on what we don’t want generates discouragement and 
fear. 

 

Routines in Pictures  (structure) 
Predictability promotes a felt sense of safety, while inconsistency yields uncertainty. Clearly 
showing expected behaviors in pictures removes ambiguity, bias and uncertainty from the 
classroom. 

 
Composure  (skill) 

Composure, the ability to self-regulate, is essential for safety. Without composure, no one 
feels safe. 

 
Safe Place & Safe Keeper  (structure) 

The new job descriptions “My job is the keep our classroom safe – your job is to help keep it 
safe.” and establishing a daily Safekeeper ritual are classroom essentials for safety. Create, 
teach, and model use of the Safe Place Self-Regulation Center in your classroom. 
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Two POWERS necessary 

for SAFETY 

 The Power of PERCEPTION 

“No one can make me angry 
without my permission. This 
requires us to change our beliefs, 
perceptions and behaviors.”  

To shift our perception 
requires us to recognize 
our triggers and practicing 
composure when we are 
being triggered. It means 
Q-TIP – Quit Taking It 
Personally when children 
act out. 

The Power of ATTENTION 

“What I focus on, I get more 
of.” 

To shift your attention to 
what you want more of 
requires a shift in your language 
use. In this issue you’ll find two 
significant language shifts to 
practice: Noticing and Pivot! The 
attached Language Compass 
will help you practice. 
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The Four Components of Conscious Discipline 
 

     CD is based on a Brain State Model that helps us 
understand how emotions dictate behavior (survival state, 
emotional state, executive state). Conscious Discipline is 
organized around the second CD components, Seven 
Powers for Conscious Adults, that help the adult to manage 
her internal state and remind us that we cannot teach what 
we do not know. The School Family (routines, rituals, 
structures) uses the healthy family as the template for our 
school family where we build connections within a culture 
of compassion. The fourth component, the Seven Skills of 
Discipline, provide the problem solving tools teachers need 
to transform every day discipline issues into teaching 
moments. These seven skills are the foundation for 
problem-solving in classrooms. 

 The Brain State 
Model 

reminds us that we must 
focus on attention on the 
internal state first, then the 
behavior. Both adults and 
children n learn to self-
regulate and develop 
strong executive skills for 
problem solving. 

Self-regulation, 
Effective 

Communication  & 
Problem Solving 

 The Seven Powers 
for conscious adults 
promote mindful adults 
who practice self-regulation 
throughout the day. 
“Conscious” means open 
attention and awareness in 
order to change old 
conditioned reactive 
responses to new, more 
effective ones. 

 The School Family 
provides the metaphor of a 
healthy family. The School 
Family builds connections 
fostering: co-regulation 
skills, cooperation and 
willingness to learn with a 
sense of belonging, and 
executive skills throough 
modeling, scaffolding and 
teaching. 

The Seven Skills 
of discipline provide the 
tools teachers need to 
transform classroom issues 
into teachable moments. In 
these moments, we teach 
children the social-
emotional and 
communication skills 
necessary for self-
management, conflict 
resolution, and problem 
solving. 
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 Brain Smart START 
Routine 

     At our September PLW, we 
learned that the Brain Smart Start 
is a routine that helps students 
transition at the beginning of and 
throughout the day. Take a 
moment to reflect on your morning 
routine and on other transition 
times. Do you incorporate each of 
the four components in order to 
create a feeling of FELT SAFETY? 

Activity to UNITE 
One way to bring scattered 
minds to a focus whole 
creating a sense of WE – ness 
is by chanting, singing, and 
reciting together in unison. 
Often this involves movement 
and motion as well. 
 

Activity to  
DISTENBAGE STRESS 

When we experience stress or 
distress, over 1,400 chemicals 
course through our bodies. 
Stretching, yoga, and belly 
breathing techniques are 
essential for getting our 
bodies and brains ready to 
learn. 

 
Activity to CONNECT 

When our bodies are relaxed, 
connection with others is 
possible. And cooperation 
follows connection. Activities 
that involve eye contact, 
touch, presence and 
playfulness connect students 
to teachers and students to 
each other. 

 
Activity to COMMIT 

Commitments are powerful 
statements that declare , “I 
will…” In Pre-K, students often 
start the day with a 
commitment given two 
choices: I will be helpful 
today. –or-  I will be safe 
today. 4 

NOTICING instead of Judging 
Language Shift #1                                 

     Becky Bailey says, “Learning Conscious Discipline is like 
learning a second language” and it requires that we become 
increasingly conscientious about the words we use when 
interacting with students. Noticing is the Power of Attention in 
action represented by the words we use. Noticing requires us 
to witness instead of judge. We scaffold children’s Power of 
Attention by directing and sustaining their attention on what 
success looks and feels like. The impact of noticing is 
immediate, obvious, and profound. 

In these video clips, see NOTICING in action: 

https://consciousdiscipline.com/free-resources/book-
portal/chapter-5-assertiveness/#2noticing 

 

The Language of Noticing vs. Judging 

 

~NOTICING sounds like… 

Miley, you raised your hand like this (demonstrate), so I 
knew you needed help. 

~JUDGING sounds like: 

Miley, I like the way you raised your hand. 

 

* * * * * * * * * * 

~NOTICING sounds like… 

Noah, you pushed your chair in just like this 
(demonstrate), so our classroom is safe! 

~JUDGING sounds like… 

Thank you for pushing in your chair. 

 

* * * * * * * * * * 

~NOTICING sounds like… 

Jose, you worked hard on building that tower. That took 
persistence! 

~JUDGING sounds like… 

Great job on the project, Jose! 
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Instead of giving attention to what you  

don’ t want, like this… 
 

 
PIVOT! and give attention to what you  

DO want, like this… 
 

 
“Don’t touch.” 

 
“Hold my hand and I will help you hold the 

fragile objects safely.” 
 

 
“Quit grabbing things.” 

 
“Say, May I please use the purple crayon?” 

 
 

“Stop. Don’t hit.” 
 

“When you want her attention, tap her gently 
like this (demonstrate) and say her name. 

 
 

“Why are you pushing him? This is not the first 
time I’ve told you not to push!” 

 
“If you would like to stand in this spot, ask like 

this: May I please stand here?” 
 

 
YOU TRY IT! 

 
⋅ Instead of saying, I told you not to leave your backpack there… 

 PIVOT and say it like this… 
 
⋅ Instead of saying, Don’t run in the hallway.  
 PIVOT! and say it like this… 
 
⋅ Instead of saying, Please stop talking. 

 PIVOT! And say it like this… 
 

(For more about PIVOT, go to CD pp. 123-124) 
 

“The Power of ATTENTION is like binoculars helping us to zoom in on what’s important or the 
highlighter we use to mark important passages in a book. Putting our attention on something 
places inherent value on it. Focusing on what you don’t want creates MORE of what you don’t want. 
Instead, PIVOT is a way to use language focusing on what you do want instead of what you don’t 
want. Notice how the language of PIVOT shifts from “don’t” to “do.” 

 Remember, what you focus on, you get more of. 



 

 

  

 
 

Creating  
Connected, 

Compassionate  
Classroom 

Families  
 

 
Conscious Discipline 

Academies 
January 4th & 5th 

 

Just a reminder that you may now register for the 
Conscious Discipline Academies hosted by the Early 
Learning Department. The academy includes three 
sessions: 
 
~Thursday, Jan. 4 th (8:30-11 :30) :  Conscious Discipline:    
     Growing Our Foundation 
 
~Thursday, Jan. 4 th (12 :30-3:30) :  Strategies for  
     Intensif ied Support 
 
~Friday, Jan. 5 th (8:30-3:30; 1 hr . lunch on-your-own) :   
     Conscious Discipline: Reflecting,  Refining,  &  
     Expanding Our Toolkits  
 
To register, go to MyPGS: Course # 11154; Section # 5908.  
 
*Reminder:  You will  register one t ime using the course and 
section numbers above, regardless of the number of  sessions 
you wil l  be attending. 

Which of these powerful techniques for creating 
SAFETY will you focus on in the coming weeks? 

1) Brain Smart Start 

2) Noticing Language Shift #1 

3) PIVOT Language Shift #2 

 

*Remember to register for the                   
November Make-N-Take session and the 

Conscious Discipline Academy! 

 

*1-2-3! Implementation Checklist 
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